C Foundation part 2
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Objects
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Users care about how easy objects
are to use and how hard objects are to
misuse. This is called Affordance.

users

Users don't want to know or care
about how hard objects are to make*.
This is called Ignorance/Apathy.
Users care about only what they care
about! This is called Selfishness.
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(in)consistency

<stdio.h>

int fsetpos(FILE *, ...);
int fprintf(FILE *, ...);
int fscanf(FILE *, ...);
int fputc(..., FILE *);
int fputs(..., FILE *);
size_t fwrite(..., FILE *);
int main(int argc, char * argv[])...
char * fgets(char * s, int n, FILE *);
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• 7.14.1.1 The signal function
 if the request can be honoured, the signal
function returns the value of func for the most
recent successful call to signal for the specified
signal sig.

bad design

<signal.h>
void (* signal(int sig, void (*func)(int)))(int);

typedef void (*signal_handler)(int sig);
signal_handler signal(int sig, signal_handler func);

compound literals
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• 6.5.2.5 Compound literals
 para 6 – if the compound literal occurs outside
the body of a function, the object has static
storage duration; ...

int * p = (int[]){1,2,3,4};
as-if

int $[] = { 1,2,3,4 };
int * p = $;

compound literals
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• 6.5.2.5 Compound literals
 para 6 – if the compound literal occurs outside
the body of a function, the object has static
storage duration;
otherwise it has automatic storage duration
associated with the enclosing block.
int eg(int i, int j)
{
int * p;
if (i == j)
p = (int[]){ i, i };
else
p = (int[]){ j, j };
return *p;
}
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• 6.8.4 Selection statements

block scope

 para 3 – A selection statement is a block whose
scope is a strict subset of the scope of its
enclosing block. Each associated substatement is
also a block whose scope is a strict subset of the
scope of the selection statement.
void f(void)
{
if (...)
...
else
...
}

void f(void)
{
{
blocks
if (...)
{ ... }
else
{ ... }
}
c89 blocks != c99 blocks
}

compound literals
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int eg(int i, int j)
{
int *p;
{
if (i == j)
{
int $[] = { i, i };
p = $;
}
else
{
int $[] = { j, j };
p = $;
}
}
return *p;
}
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/* file scope */

scope-linkage

typedef int typedef__no_linkage;
struct stag__no_linkage { int member__no_linkage; };
union utag__no_linkage { int member__no_linkage; };
enum
etag__no_linkage {
member__no_linkage, };
static int object__internal_linkage;
extern int object__external_linkage;
int object__external_linkage;
static void function__internal_linkage(void) {}
extern void function__external_linkage1(void) {}
void function__external_linkage2(void) {}
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void function_prototype_scope(

scope-linkage

/* typedef illegal here */
struct stag__no_linkage { int member__no_linkage; },
union utag__no_linkage { int member__no_linkage; },
enum
etag__no_linkage {
member__no_linkage, },
);

int object__no_linkage

void function_scope(void)
{
label__no_linkage: ;
}
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scope-linkage

void block_scope(void)
{
typedef int typedef__no_linkage;
struct stag__no_linkage { int member__no_linkage; };
union utag__no_linkage { int member__no_linkage; };
enum
etag__no_linkage {
member__no_linkage, };
int object__no_linkage1;
static int object__no_linkage2;
extern int object__external_linkage;
/* illegal – 6.7.1 paragraph 5 (pedantic) */
static void function__internal_linkage(void);

}

extern void function__external_linkage(void);
void function__external_linkage(void);

sequence points
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• 6.5 Expressions
 para 2 - Between the previous and next sequence
point an object shall have its stored value
modified at most once by the evaluation of an
expression.
A sequence point is a point of stability; a point in the
program's execution sequence where all previous
side-effects will have taken place and where all
subsequent side-effects will not have taken place.
If a single object is modified more than once between
sequence points the behqaviour is undefined.

sequence points
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• sequence points occur…
 at the end of a full expression
 a full expression is an expression that is not a
sub-expression of another expression or
declarator (6.8 p4)
 after the first operand of these operators
 &&
logical and (6.5.13 p4)
 ||
logical or (6.5.14 p4)
 ?:
ternary (6.5.15 p4)
,
comma (6.5.17 p2)
 after evaluation of all arguments and function
expression before a function call (6.5.2.2 p10)
 at the end of a full declarator (6.7.5 p3)
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• 6.8 Statements and blocks

full expression

 para 4 – A full expression is an expression that is
not part of another expression or declarator.
int function(int value)
{
int inside =
;
;
if (

)...

while (

}

)...

for (

;

return

• the controlling expression of a
while or do statement;

)...

do (

;
;

• the expression in an
expression statement;
• the controlling expression in a
selection statement…;

)...

switch (

• an initializer;

)...

• each of the (optional)
expressions in a for statement;
• the (optional) expression in a
return statement;

exercise
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• when is a comma a sequence point?

int x

= f( o++ , o++ );

int x

=

int x[] =

o++ , o++;

{ o++ , o++ };

answer
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• when it's an operator but not when it's a
punctuator
int x

= f( o++ , o++ );

int x

=

int x[] =



o++ , o++;



{ o++ , o++ };



another exercise
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• in this very tricky statement…
where are the sequence points?
what are the operators?
what is their relative precedence?
what is affected by what?
how many times is m modified between
sequence points?
 is it undefined?






(10, m = 1, 20) + (30, m = 2, 40);
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• what does this print?
#include <stdio.h>

another exercise

int glob = 0;
int f(int value, int * ptr)
{
if (value == *ptr)
{
printf("value == *ptr\n");
}
if (value != *ptr)
{
printf("value != *ptr\n");
}
return 1;
}
int main(void)
{
return (glob = 1) + f(glob, &glob);
}
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representation?

A general principle of coding
Use as little representation
information as you can.
Use as little representation
information as you can.

representation
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6.2.6 Representations of types
6.2.6.1 General
para 4 – Values stored in non-bit-field objects of any
other object type consist of n x CHAR_BIT bits, where
n is the size of that type, in bytes. The value may be
copied into an object of type unsigned char [n] (e.g.,
by memcpy); the resulting set of bytes is called the
object representation of the value.
To gain access to the bits comprising the
representation of an object you must use the address
of the object as a pointer to an unsigned char. This
type alone guarantees access to all bits in all bytes.

representation
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6.2.6 Representations of types
6.2.6.2 Integer types
para 1 – For unsigned integer types other than
unsigned char, the bits of the object representation
shall be divided into two groups; value bits and
padding bits...If there are N value bits, each bit shall
represent a different power of 2 ... using a pure binary
representation; this shall be known as the value
representation. The value of any padding bits are
unspecified.
Suppose CHAR_BIT == 8 and sizeof(int) == 4
This does not guarantee that int is a 32 bit integer
type! Use INT_MAX to determine if int is a 32 bit
integer.
x == y;  memcmp(&x, &y, sizeof(x))==0
true or false?

?

